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	Fuel Transfer
Equipment	Fuel Pumps	Electric Pumps
	Air Operated Pumps
	Hand & Manual Pumps
	Engine Driven Pumps
	Graco Pumps
	Fillrite Pumps
	Gear Pumps
	GPI Pumps

Transfer fuel quickly and smoothly with these diesel fuel, petrol, oil and Adblue industrial fuel transfer pumps. Equipco's state-of-the-art technology gives you the power to manage the flow of your fuels, oils or Adblue in the most reliable way for your business.






	Fuel Meters	Digital Meters
	Mechanical Meters
	Pulse Meters
	GPI Meters

When you work in an environment where fuel flows through pipes and pumps (such as a farm or industrial work site), a digital flow meter is an important piece of equipment. This device measures the flow rate of the fuel passing through the pipes, giving you the information you need to determine flow rate and Litres delivered. Equipco can help you find the right digital or mechanical fuel flow meter for your needs among our extensive range.






	Fuel Nozzles	Mining Refuelling Nozzles
	Brass Nozzles
	Automatic Nozzles
	Manual Nozzles
	Swivels
	Breakaways
	Husky Fuel Nozzles
	ZVA Fuel Nozzles
	Fast Fill Refuelling Nozzles

The Equipco range of automatic nozzles offers a broad range of flow rates to meet most applications for auto-shut off refuelling. Each fuel nozzle we offer for sale comes standard with BSP inlet threads, and a range of spare parts are available.






	Hoses and Hose Reels	Hoses
	Hand Crank Hose Reels
	Retractable Spring Rewind Hose reels
	Power Rewind Hose Reels
	Hose Retriever

Hoses are used to transfer all kinds of fluids, such as water, petrol, diesel, oil, grease, Adblue, and much more. However, it’s vital to use the right type of industrial hose reel for the material you’re looking to shift through it. For example, you wouldn’t attach a diesel fuel hose to a tank holding Adblue, as the chemicals in the fluid could potentially cause the hose to degrade.






	Safety Equipment	Spill Kits
	Signage
	PVC Gloves
	Sanitisers and Cleaning
	Truck Cab Compliance

There’s nothing more important that maintaining the safety of your employees on your worksite. After all, they shouldn’t have to worry about whether they’re at risk of sustaining an injury. At Equipco, we offer a wide range of safety signage, spill kits, and other safety equipment that will ensure your worksite is safe and your employees can return home safely at the end of the work day.






	Drum Handling Equipment	Drum Sealing
	Drum Decanting
	Drum Lifting

Equipco’s drum handling equipment can transport heavy fuel drums safely from one location to another and assist with sealing and decanting. From drum handling trolleys with pneumatic wheels and heavy duty drum cradles through to drum pallet lifters and more, we offer an impressive range of drum lifting equipment for you to select from. Explore our range today to find the drum trolley or oil drum holder for sale that’s right for your industry.






	Fuel Bowsers
Speak to us today to scope your next diesel .petrol or Adblue upgrade and supply you state of the art scalable systems and packages that can grow and evolve with you.
We can customize the database of your fleet for different operational challenges and offer our unique services to enhance your productivity.
Call Equipco today to discuss your fuel management and diesel storage requirements.










	Fuel Storage
Tanks	Self Bunded Tanks	Cube Fuel Tanks
	Container Tanks
	Tank Dispensing Packages
	Waste Oil Tanks

Fuel is used within a wide range of industries, from construction and agriculture to mining and more. When you need bunded fuel tanks for storage or portable tanks for transportation purposes, our range of self bunded fuel and diesel tanks are ideal. Available in a range of sizes, structures and compartment options, including double bunded, you’re sure to find the best fuel tank for your needs.






	On Ground Tanks
If you’re searching for a heavy duty on ground or above ground fuel tank in Australia, Equipco has you covered with an extensive range to choose from. Ranging in capacity from 200 litres to 10,000 litres, our on ground tanks come complete with cradle mounts as well as a variety of optional extras. Whether you’re looking for above ground diesel fuel storage tanks or petrol tanks, we’re sure to have the perfect single wall steel tank design to suit your requirements.






	Overhead Tanks
Fuel storage typically offers two options: underground or overhead fuel storage tanks. While underground storage is typically favoured in commercial business environments where physical space might be at a premium, or where safety is an issue (such as a service station), in other circumstances an overhead fuel tank might be preferable when the fuel storage option needs to be easily accessible.






	Fuel Trailer Tanks
Keep your fuel safe on the go with a mobile fuel trailer for portable storage. Equipco’s fuel tank trailers are an ideal option for transporting fuel over long distances across Australia safely and securely. These rugged and reliable fuel and diesel trailers have a generous capacity and make it easier than ever to transport fuel across Australia.






	Transport Tanks
Transporting fuel safely and securely is a must for every business that uses fuel on a regular basis. That’s where Equipco’s portable fuel tank solutions come in handy, providing reliable and durable containers for the containment and transport of fuel. With our transportable fuel storage tanks, lift tank kits, caddy tanks and more, you’ll feel fully prepared for future transportation jobs.






	Poly Ute Tanks
Lightweight and convenient, Equipco’s poly diesel tanks for utes are perfect for quickly transporting fuel wherever it’s needed. Boasting a host of features, our portable ute tray diesel tanks are a highly trusted leading product in the Australian automotive market.






	Workshop Oil Tanks
At Equipco, we’re proud to meet all your workshop requirements with our great selection of workshop oil storage tanks for sale in Australia. Our options include 900 litre, 1000 litre, 1200 litre and 1300 litre multi-compartment oil tanks that are suitable for either new oil or waste oil, as well as larger bulk oil storage tanks with capacities of up to 10,000 litres for workshop stand-alone or bulk oil stores.






	Mine Go Fuel Tanks
Equipco Mine-Go fuel tanks are renowned for their durable, built-tough design and construction features. These self bunded double wall fuel tanks are constructed to comply with Australian standards, making them the perfect choice of mining fuel tanks.










	Fuel Tank
Fittings	Bottom Fill Kits
When it comes to refuelling a tanker or some other form of machinery, occupational health and safety considerations are becoming increasingly important to the point where the preferred method of refuelling or even drainage is no longer by the tank itself − it’s with the use of a bottom fill kit.






	Gal Fittings





	Camlocks
When you need new cam lock hose connectors for a septic tank pump truck, or a camlock adapter for the formation of a stainless steel coupling, you’ll find everything in one convenient location right here at Equipco.






	Valves
The ability to shut off the flow of gas, water, chemicals and other fluids through a valve can be a crucial factor in some workplace and industrial environments.






	Vents





	Caps





	Hose Fittings





	Dry Break Couplings





	Y Strainers





	Tank dipping equipment





	Pipe sealing Compounds & Pastes





	Static Bucket





	Thread Sealants









	Fuel Management
Systems	GIR
Smart design FMS that’s easy to use. Free on premise software. Huge reporting and customisation features and stock control of tanks, with multiple sites, terminals and upgrades for pumps possible. Optional cloud based W150 software available at a modest monthly fee, which includes hosting, free updates, backups, server patches and the ability to view from your web browser anywhere you have a connection. Up to 3000 users and 1500 transactions stored. W200 advanced optional software enables 50,000 users for international fleets.






	Tecalemit
Our self-service bowsers come with built-in Wi-Fi so you can keep track of your fuel tracking through your IT systems. Combined with our Management Software, this allows you to get accurate feedback for monitoring fuel usage and performance through a fuel dispensing tracking system.
The Equipco equipment and product range continues to expand with the Tecalemit range of products, which offers unsurpassed durability and features with new cloud software.






	Pump Systems
Right across Australia and the world, regardless of industry, fuel is considered a precious commodity whose use needs to be carefully managed and regulated to avoid wastage. At Equipco, our team of professionals can provide you with an excellent petrol or diesel fuel management system that can help improve the efficiency of your fuel use.










	Filters for
Tanks or Pumps	Clear Bowl Fuel Filters
Equipco supplies compliant safe diesel fuel storage tanks as part of our innovative range. Sizes range from 100 litres up to 100,000 litres, meaning we’re sure to have diesel tanks to suit your application. The products we have for sale are mainly constructed from low carbon plate steel with 2 pack painted finish to give your diesel tank a durable long-lasting finish.






	Bulk Tank Fuel Filters
The range of filters for bulk diesel fuel transfer offered by Equipco offers a large range of options for removal of sediment, scale, rust and water particles from diesel fuel. With micron rated sizes from 30 down to 2 micron with water-absorbing media also available, there is a filter in the range to suit most industrial applications.






	Cim-Tek Fuel Dispenser Filters
he Equipco range of aviation tanks is designed for usage with aviation fuels such as Jet A-1 and Avgas. Thanks to the quality of the fittings and equipment that come as standard with our aviation fuel tanks in Australia, a commitment to the safety of the tank operator is ensured. Whether you’re looking for Jet A-1 fuel storage tanks or an Avgas fuel trailer, you can rely on Equipco to have the jet fuel storage tank you need.






	Aviation Fuel Filters
Our aviation fuel storage tanks are available in either 330 litre or self bunded 1,000 to 60,000 litre options. The non-bunded tank is UN marked and complies with all regulations surrounding the transportation of potentially polluting substances such as petrol, diesel, Avgas and Jet A-1. With its stainless steel structure and forklift pockets for lifting, our non-bunded tank is ideal for use in a range of environments.










	Level
Gauges	Overfill Alarms
Overfill alarms warn the user if the tank has been, or is in danger of being, filled beyond its capacity. This prevents overflow of chemicals which can be, at best, wasteful and, at worst, harmful to your employees, your equipment, and the environment. 






	Remote Tank Monitoring
This Alarm Monitor unit can be operated as stand alone, with up to 4 switch inputs. or the unit can be set-up as a Day Tank Pump Controller, or Sump Tank Pump Controller. IP65 Rated for outdoor use.






	Tank Level Indicators
Equipco supply a range of economical emchanical or digital tank level gauges for both diesel,petrol or Adblue tank applications. Ensure you select the correct gauge to suit both product and tank type as it is critical to both safe and correct operation.










	Diesel
Equipment	Diesel Pumps	12 Volt Electric Diesel Pumps
	24 Volt Electric Diesel Pumps
	240 Volt Electric Diesel Pumps
	Diesel Air Operated Pumps
	Diesel Hand/ Manual Pumps
	Diesel Engine Driven Pumps
	Fillrite Diesel Pumps
	Diesel Gear Pumps

Equipco has the largest range of diesel pumps available for purchase from the world’s most reputable manufacturers. Our range of diesel pumps includes brands like Fillrite, Graco, Ebsray, Franklin, Piusi, Meclube and Equipco – all synonymous with diesel fuel transfer. We have 12 volt, 24 volt, 240 volt, 3 phase electric, engine driven and air operated pumps all suitable and designed for diesel transfer applications. Whether you need a diesel pump kit or a hand operated diesel pump, you’re sure to be satisfied by the options we have available.






	Diesel Fuel Filters for Tanks & Pumps	Diesel Clear Bowl Fuel Filters
	Bulk Tank Diesel Fuel Filters

Transfer fuel quickly and smoothly with these diesel fuel, petrol, oil and Adblue industrial fuel transfer pumps. Equipco's state-of-the-art technology gives you the power to manage the flow of your fuels, oils or Adblue in the most reliable way for your business.






	Diesel Meters	Digital Diesel Meters
	Mechanical Diesel Meters
	Pulse Diesel Meters

When you work in an environment where fuel flows through pipes and pumps (such as a farm or industrial work site), a digital flow meter is an important piece of equipment. This device measures the flow rate of the fuel passing through the pipes, giving you the information you need to determine flow rate and Litres delivered. Equipco can help you find the right digital or mechanical fuel flow meter for your needs among our extensive range.






	Diesel Nozzles	Mining Refuelling Nozzles
	Automatic Diesel Nozzles
	Manual Diesel Nozzles
	Swivels
	Breakaways
	Husky Diesel Fuel Nozzles

The Equipco range of automatic nozzles offers a broad range of flow rates to meet most applications for auto-shut off refuelling. Each fuel nozzle we offer for sale comes standard with BSP inlet threads, and a range of spare parts are available.






	Diesel Hoses and Hose Reels	Diesel Hoses
	Diesel Hand Crank Hose Reels
	Diesel Retractable/Spring Rewind Hose Reels
	Hose Retriever

Equipco is proud to be a leading supplier of diesel hose reel and hose products in Australia, allowing you to buy heavy duty motorised or manual hose reels at the best prices.






	Diesel Tanks	Diesel Self Bunded Tanks
	Diesel On Ground Tanks
	Diesel Overhead Tanks
	Diesel Fuel Trailer Tanks
	Diesel Transport Tanks
	Diesel Poly Ute Tanks
	Mine Go Diesel Fuel Tank

Equipco supplies compliant safe diesel fuel storage tanks as part of our innovative range. Sizes range from 100 litres up to 100,000 litres, meaning we’re sure to have diesel tanks to suit your application. The products we have for sale are mainly constructed from low carbon plate steel with 2 pack painted finish to give your diesel tank a durable long-lasting finish.






	Diesel Fuel Bowsers
Equipco's range of mini bowsers are designed to dispense fuel quickly and at an affordable price. From our 240 volt mini bowser system to the 90LPM bowser system complete with stand, we provide a fantastic range of systems to choose from to suit refuelling applications in agriculture, transport, earthmoving, and even private home use.










	Petrol
Equipment	Petrol Pumps	12 Volt Petrol Electric Pumps
	24 Volt Petrol Electric Pumps
	240 Volt Petrol Electric Pumps
	Petrol Air Operated Pumps
	Petrol Hand/ Manual Pumps
	Fillrite Petrol Pumps

Equipco supplies a large range of pumps suitable for transferring petrol from drums, containers, approved IBCs, and storage tanks. Our range includes hand, air operated and IECEx approved electric pumps for hassle-free petrol transfer.






	Petrol Fuel Filters for Tanks or Pumps	Petrol Clear Bowl Fuel Filters
	Bulk Tank Petrol Fuel Filters

Fill Rite is the one of the most trusted name in pumps and meters, with all pumps made in the USA for quality that’s second to none. Suitable for heavy duty applications, the Fill Rite pump range contains everything from fuel transfer pumps through to high flow diesel pumps and much more.






	Petrol Meters
When you work in an environment where fuel flows through pipes and pumps (such as a farm or industrial work site), a digital flow meter is an important piece of equipment. This device measures the flow rate of the fuel passing through the pipes, giving you the information you need to determine flow rate and Litres delivered. Equipco can help you find the right digital or mechanical fuel flow meter for your needs among our extensive range.






	Petrol Nozzles	Automatic Petrol Nozzles
	Manual Petrol Nozzles
	Husky Petrol Nozzles
	ZVA Petrol Nozzles

The Husky range of automatic fuel nozzles is designed for ease of use with self-service petrol and diesel bowser installations across Australia. The fuel nozzles are lightweight, easy and convenient to use. It is a rugged dispenser nozzle that offers long life and reliable service for your fuel gear operations.






	Petrol Hose and Hose Reels	Petrol Hoses
	Petrol Hand Crank Hose Reels
	Retractable Spring Rewind Hose reels
	Petrol Hose Retriever

Keep your fuel safe on the go with a mobile fuel trailer for portable storage. Equipco’s fuel tank trailers are an ideal option for transporting fuel over long distances across Australia safely and securely.






	Petrol Tanks	Petrol Self Bunded Tanks
	Petrol On Ground Tanks
	Petrol Overhead Tanks 
	Petrol Transport Tanks
	Mine Go Petrol Tank
	Petrol Fuel Management Systems
	Petrol Fuel Bowsers

Hoses are used to transfer all kinds of fluids, such as water, petrol, diesel, oil, grease, Adblue, and much more. However, it’s vital to use the right type of industrial hose reel for the material you’re looking to shift through it. For example, you wouldn’t attach a diesel fuel hose to a tank holding Adblue, as the chemicals in the fluid could potentially cause the hose to degrade.










	Oil
Equipment	Oil Hand Pumps
Grease equipment can be useful for different applications in a variety of industries. Whether you need a drum pump kit for transporting and dispensing oils, a nozzle or meter for fuel handling tasks, or a grease gun for applying lubricant where necessary, there’s no shortage of grease equipment to choose from at Equipco. You can trust our highly trained and experienced team to deliver the highest quality fuel handling solutions that are tailored to your specific operations.






	Oil Air Operated Diaphragm Pumps
Equipco supply a vast range of air-operated pumps for lube transfer and dispensing from company oil drums and storage tanks.If you need bulk transfer of oils we have the new MIP range of industrial oil pumps by Meclube with a variety of pressure and flow variations for either long-distance pipework applications with high viscosity lube oils. Or discharge through hose reel systems let us quote to supply your exact needs. 






	Oil Drum Pump Kits
Equipco’s drum handling equipment can transport heavy fuel drums safely from one location to another and assist with sealing and decanting. From drum handling trolleys with pneumatic wheels and heavy duty drum cradles through to drum pallet lifters and more, we offer an impressive range of drum lifting equipment for you to select from. Explore our range today to find the drum trolley or oil drum holder for sale that’s right for your industry.






	Oil IBC Pump Kits
Looking for air operated oil pumps, air grease pumps or Graco diaphragm pumps to assist with your industrial or commercial application? Equipco has everything you need among our range of air pumps and equipment for fuel and fluid transfer purposes. Built to withstand most conditions and highly durable, each of our pumps deliver different flow rates and have different power requirements, which is why it’s advisable to speak to an Equipco specialist to further discuss your needs.






	Oil Trolley Pump Kits
Grease equipment can be useful for different applications in a variety of industries. Whether you need a drum pump kit for transporting and dispensing oils, a nozzle or meter for fuel handling tasks, or a grease gun for applying lubricant where necessary, there’s no shortage of grease equipment to choose from at Equipco. You can trust our highly trained and experienced team to deliver the highest quality fuel handling solutions that are tailored to your specific operations.






	Oil Gear Pumps
At Equipco, we’re proud to stock an extensive selection of grease guns for our clients to choose from. Designed to easily and efficiently apply lubricant where necessary, our products can be used in a variety of industries and for a range of applications. Our grease guns are made in Australia using strong and durable materials, enabling them to withstand punishing industrial use day in and day out.






	Oil Hose Reels/Hose
Hoses are used to transfer all kinds of fluids, such as water, petrol, diesel, oil, grease, Adblue, and much more. However, it’s vital to use the right type of industrial hose reel for the material you’re looking to shift through it. For example, you wouldn’t attach a diesel fuel hose to a tank holding Adblue, as the chemicals in the fluid could potentially cause the hose to degrade.






	Oil Nozzles & Meters
The Equipco range of automatic nozzles offers a broad range of flow rates to meet most applications for auto-shut off refuelling. Each fuel nozzle we offer for sale comes standard with BSP inlet threads, and a range of spare parts are available.






	Oil Measures
Boasting an extensive range of products for you to choose from, Equipco is a fantastic destination when you need grease gun accessories in Australia. Whether you’re looking for grease hoses, grease nipple extensions, a grease gun coupler, grease gun lubrication or grease gun fittings such as injector needles and nose adaptors, there’s no shortage of solutions for sale on our online store or direct from your local reseller. Find out what we can do for you today.






	Waste Oil Tanks
Equipco waste oil workshop tanks enable  the easy collection of waste oil by pump or pouring for safe storage ready for collection via waste oil services.Sizes range from 200 and 10,000 litres with customization possile to suit your application.






	Service Truck Tanks
As leaders in the petroleum industry with many years of experience, Equipco is proud to supply a range of state-of-the art fuel storage tank solutions for safer handling and storage of hazardous fuels. These storage tanks are available in a huge variety of individual and custom built designs, allowing you to find the storage solution you need.






	Graco Oil Equipment
Grease equipment can be useful for different applications in a variety of industries. Whether you need a drum pump kit for transporting and dispensing oils, a nozzle or meter for fuel handling tasks, or a grease gun for applying lubricant where necessary, there’s no shortage of grease equipment to choose from at Equipco. You can trust our highly trained and experienced team to deliver the highest quality fuel handling solutions that are tailored to your specific operations.






	Banlaw Oil Equipment
Boasting an extensive range of products for you to choose from, Equipco is a fantastic destination when you need grease gun accessories in Australia. Whether you’re looking for grease hoses, grease nipple extensions, a grease gun coupler, grease gun lubrication or grease gun fittings such as injector needles and nose adaptors, there’s no shortage of solutions for sale on our online store or direct from your local reseller. Find out what we can do for you today.






	Drum Handling Equipment	Drum Sealing
	Drum Decanting
	Drum Lifting

Equipco’s drum handling equipment can transport heavy fuel drums safely from one location to another and assist with sealing and decanting. From drum handling trolleys with pneumatic wheels and heavy duty drum cradles through to drum pallet lifters and more, we offer an impressive range of drum lifting equipment for you to select from. Explore our range today to find the drum trolley or oil drum holder for sale that’s right for your industry.










	Grease
Equipment	Grease-Lube Fittings	Grease Nipples
	Grease Extensions
	Grease Hoses
	Grease Couplings
	Grease Needles

Boasting an extensive range of products for you to choose from, Equipco is a fantastic destination when you need grease gun accessories in Australia. Whether you’re looking for grease hoses, grease nipple extensions, a grease gun coupler, grease gun lubrication or grease gun fittings such as injector needles and nose adaptors, there’s no shortage of solutions for sale on our online store or direct from your local reseller. Find out what we can do for you today.






	Grease Pump Kits
Boasting an extensive range of products for you to choose from, Equipco is a fantastic destination when you need grease gun accessories in Australia. Whether you’re looking for grease hoses, grease nipple extensions, a grease gun coupler, grease gun lubrication or grease gun fittings such as injector needles and nose adaptors, there’s no shortage of solutions for sale on our online store or direct from your local reseller. Find out what we can do for you today.






	Grease Guns
At Equipco, we’re proud to stock an extensive selection of grease guns for our clients to choose from. Designed to easily and efficiently apply lubricant where necessary, our products can be used in a variety of industries and for a range of applications. Our grease guns are made in Australia using strong and durable materials, enabling them to withstand punishing industrial use day in and day out.






	Grease Hose and Hose Reels
At Equipco, we’re proud to stock an extensive selection of grease guns for our clients to choose from. Designed to easily and efficiently apply lubricant where necessary, our products can be used in a variety of industries and for a range of applications. Our grease guns are made in Australia using strong and durable materials, enabling them to withstand punishing industrial use day in and day out.






	Graco Grease Equipment
Boasting an extensive range of products for you to choose from, Equipco is a fantastic destination when you need grease gun accessories in Australia. Whether you’re looking for grease hoses, grease nipple extensions, a grease gun coupler, grease gun lubrication or grease gun fittings such as injector needles and nose adaptors, there’s no shortage of solutions for sale on our online store or direct from your local reseller. Find out what we can do for you today.










	Adblue
Equipment	Adblue Accessories
Looking for Adblue accessories to help you get the very best out of your Adblue kit? Here at Equipco, you’ll find everything you need and more to help use your Adblue pump kit to its fullest potential. We proudly stock premium quality accessories and products designed to accommodate everyone from commercial petrol stations to the aviation industry.






	Adblue Pump Kits
Equipco is one of Australia’s premier suppliers of durable Adblue pumps and accessories for industrial applications. Whether you’re looking for a 12 volt Adblue pump or a complete 24 volt Adblue pump kit, you’ll find them in a range to suit a variety of needs. We can also supply you with an Adblue trolley in a range of sizes to suit different applications. We have the best brands, including Fillrite and Graco Polypropylene pumps, and even our own Equipco brand. Browse our range and order online today.






	Adblue Tanks
Adblue tanks from Equipco are purposefully designed for the roles of transfer and storage, perfect for protecting and maintaining your supply of Adblue wherever it may be. Our dedication to state-of-the art solutions has ensured time and time again that these tanks are as diverse as our customers need them to be.






	AdBlue Poly Transport Tanks
Boasting compact designs, our Adblue ute dispensing equipment is made from polyethylene, polypropylene and stainless steel. These products feature fully enclosed lockable lids, convenient handles for enhanced mobility, steel fill-vent caps, brass strainers, optional drain ports, and much more. Low-profile configurations are also available, and all of our equipment can be upgraded with extra hoses, 24 or 240 volt pumps, flow meters, fuel filters, and automatic shut-off nozzles. Contact Equipco today to learn more about our Adblue dispensing equipment.










	Aviation
Equipment	Aviation Filters
Maintaining high filtration to international standards is critical in aviation refueling , which is why we’ve selected the compact Velcon aircraft fuel filters as the most efficient units for use in mobile and remote refuelling operations. Both the 1” and 1 ½” NPT port metal canister contain a 1 micron water element and drain tap. They can be used with electric transfer pumps and hand pumps, with their water absorbing properties helping to keep aviation fuel as clean as possible. Being suitable for JetA1 and AVGAS als means these jet fuel filters are ready for use on most aviation aircraft refueling applications.






	Aviation Nozzles
At Equipco, we’re proud to offer customers a selection of nozzles and meters for their fuel handling needs. Whether you’re looking for a digital oil meter gun, a metered oil dispenser, or a Graco oil meter, we stock products that are useful for a range of applications and that are specially designed to enhance your fuel handling capabilities. Browse our online range to find what you need.






	Aviation Meters
When you work in an environment where fuel flows through pipes and pumps (such as a farm or industrial work site), a digital flow meter is an important piece of equipment. This device measures the flow rate of the fuel passing through the pipes, giving you the information you need to determine flow rate and Litres delivered. Equipco can help you find the right digital or mechanical fuel flow meter for your needs among our extensive range.






	Aviation Tanks
The Equipco range of aviation tanks is designed for usage with aviation fuels such as Jet A-1 and Avgas. Thanks to the quality of the fittings and equipment that come as standard with our aviation fuel tanks in Australia, a commitment to the safety of the tank operator is ensured. Whether you’re looking for Jet A-1 fuel storage tanks or an Avgas fuel trailer, you can rely on Equipco to have the jet fuel storage tank you need.






	Aviation Pumps
Equipco has you covered when you need to buy aviation fuel pumps in Australia, with available options including the Fill Rite range of SAA approved 12 volt, 24 volt and 240 volt aviation pumps. Simple in design, these heavy duty pumps boast efficient low current consumption and are capable of petrol, jet fuel and Avgas fuel transfer. Most pumps for sale in our range carry Australian approval for pumping petrol and aviation fuels and are supplied in kit form. All of our pump systems also feature approved filtration, hoses and nozzle systems.






	Aviation Hose and Hose Reels
Hoses are used to transfer all kinds of fluids, such as water, petrol, diesel, oil, grease, Adblue, and much more. However, it’s vital to use the right type of industrial hose reel for the material you’re looking to shift through it. For example, you wouldn’t attach a diesel fuel hose to a tank holding Adblue, as the chemicals in the fluid could potentially cause the hose to degrade.
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